**COMMAND**

- **SOX PSY. EXPT.**
- **P-P COMMUNICATIONS**
  1. Plan before answering voices box
  2. Is it understood? Read back for dissection
  3. Ask for report of own wounds when possible. When possible does anybody about common

**SETUP**: CALLOUT ON PHONE (ANY LEVEL) (E.G. 3 AM)

**Problems**: 1. **FORGETTING** EN WHAT TO DO
  2. Not asking for every 5 min about anyone
  3. BUSY PHONE (E.G. 50 sec - 7 min wait)

**SETUP**: PHONE 1 (QR)

\[ MC \leftrightarrow DO \leftrightarrow BO \leftrightarrow RO \leftrightarrow QR \]

**WRITTEN MESSAGES**: SUFFICIENT UNAMBIGUOUS CONFIRMATION?

**COMMUNICATIONS**: DO NOT UNLINES TRAFFIC (CONFIRM BO)

**SETUP**: OR GROUND: WHAT START PROCEDURE?

**SETUP**: BO GROUND

\[ BO \rightarrow RO \rightarrow \text{SEPARATE}!!! \]

1. **ROUTINE CHECK-OUT** (COMM CHART)
2. INFO FOR M.S.
   - **FORMAL TRAFFIC**: FROM TO
     - WHEN RCN.
     - WHEN RCN.
     - ANSWER?
     - PRIORITY?
3. **COMM LDC** (E.G. LYNCHBURG EXAMPLE)
4. **POSITION**: AIRC 0010 SITIN
5. **DISCIPLINE**